Abstract : The aim of this study was to successfully reflect human body changes on the transformation of the virtual body within 3D virtual fitting spaces. For this purpose, existing problems of shape transformation of the virtual body were analyzed and regression equations which provides useful basic data for transformation of the virtual body that can be applied usefully to the 3D virtual fitting system was developed. Necessary data for the analyses were body measurement and 3D scan data of women with average physical form between the ages of 40 through 49. The reason that we used human body changes of the female subjects in their forties was based on the recognition that fundamental female body changes start to occur from age of forty. Body shapes were largely divided into 3 groups according to obesity which was found to be the biggest factor of shape change. Seven factors were extracted based on factor analysis of 47 body measurement categories and regression equations were created to extract specific measurements for each BMI group based on these seven factors. The major contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows. First, the regression equations to extract specific measurements based on the 7 representative variables remediated existing problem of virtual bodies as it increased the number of body shape transformation areas. Second, the regression equations helped to overcome the problem of current failing to reflecting changes in body cross-section shape based on simple girth measurements based on analysis of cross-section distances.
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Key words : 3D virtual body shape transformation(3차원 가상바디 변형), virtual try-on system(가상착의시스템), cross-section distance(단면거리), cross-section(단면도) (Park, 1998; Ryan, 1966; Sohn & Hong, 2005) . 또한 비만 화 경향을 가장 잘 나타내는 지표로는 체질량지수(BMI)를 꼽 는다 (Jeon & Sung, 2004; Kim, 2003; Shim et al., 2002) . 
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여 사용하였다 (Ashdown, 2008; Hyun, 2009; Shin, 2005 3. 결과 및 논의 Table 5 . Number of subjects according to BMI group for analysis of cross-section Number of subjects (Total=72)
Number of subjects (Total=75)
Number of subjects (Total=75) 
